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Aim
To investigate an efficient CAD-based adjoint process chain for calculating sensitivities of the objective function to
the CAD parameter in timescales acceptable for industrial design processes.
Introduction
As demand for air transport increases, the need to enhance aircraft performance and reduce emissions also
increases. One route to improve aircraft engine performance, investigated in this work, is to use the parameters
defining features in the CAD model as the design variables in the optimization. This eliminates the need to
reconstruct the design model for the purpose of optimization, allowing a more efficient and integrated process.
Another advantage of optimizing the feature based CAD model is that the optimized model can then be directly
used for downstream applications, including manufacturing and process planning.
Parametric CAD model
3D feature based CAD model of a Nozzle Guide Vane




In order to capture the CAD surface movement with
respect to the change in parameter value (∆p), the
Parametric Design Velocity (𝑉𝑛) is calculated, which is
the movement of the CAD model boundary in the
normal direction due to a change in parameter value.
The change in performance 𝐽 caused by each parametric
perturbation (Δ𝑝) is predicted by taking the inner
product of the sensitivity map (𝜙) with the design
velocity field (𝑉𝑛) for each parameter as
Δ𝐽 = −∫ 𝜙𝑉𝑛𝑑𝐴
Results
The obtained derivatives have been compared with that
calculated using central finite differences showing good
correspondence.
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These predict the change in performance
due to the movement of CAD model
boundary in the normal direction (𝜙),
and is used for the computation of
gradients. It is advantageous because
computational cost scales with the
number of objective functions and is
independent of the number of design
variables.
CAD parameters considered as design variables (not to scale) 
Adjoint sensitivity map
Design velocity fields for parametric perturbations of: a) Casing fillet radius, 
b) SS profile and c) slot width
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Performance derivatives predicted by adjoint results and validation against FD
Using traditional methods, the computational cost to
perform one CFD analysis takes nearly one day, thus
doing a finite difference study (12 design variables)
would result in more than 3 weeks of effort. The
proposed approach takes only two days (1 CFD+1
adjoint), thus reducing the computational cost by 92 %.
The computation of design velocities is done in parallel
to the flow analysis and takes only 60 minutes for all
parameters.
